Squawk
CYCLE SCIENCE
Workshops
I love Science and squonk!

You guys are golden!
-Mica

We learned a lot about bikes. We learned a lot about electricity.
-Rewa

You did a delightful job.
-Jacob

BEST SHOW EVER!

You are the best!
-Grace

Those bicycles and wheels were neat!
-Urijah

Thumbs up for Squonk.
-Josiah

Thank you for coming to West Liberty. It was awesome to see you again.
-Jaquie

I love you Squonk Opera. You rock it.
-Maura
Elroy Elementary was very impressed with Squonk Opera's workshop on Cycle Science. The students in science and art classes are working on the theories of balance. The students were so excited to see a fulcrum/axis in action, with the large balance beam. The students were also so engaged while learning about sprockets, gears, gyroscope, and other elements. It was a great way for our students to visually learn about things we are already studying in the classroom, and to see it beyond the classroom as well.

- Mrs. Girone, Art Teacher, Elroy Elementary
Thank you so much for a marvelous presentation. It tied right in with our simple machine unit. The kids loved all the excitement. Can't wait to see you again.

- Virginia Vasko, Teacher, Bentworth Middle School

Thank you to Squonk Opera for coming to Duquesne! Our students enjoyed every minute of your workshop.

- Samantha Utley, Teacher, Duquesne Elementary
“So entertaining, educational, and innovative! The students thoroughly enjoyed the performance. You were able to pull off a scientific topic while adding a fun musical component.”
– Susan Basits, Teacher, West Liberty Elementary
"The program was wonderful! You made learning fun and the program choice was great for all grade levels from K-5. Thank you for the opportunity to share this great learning experience with my students."
- Gloria Nalepka, Principal, Trinity West Elementary

"I can’t thank you enough for coming to our school. The students truly enjoyed Squonk’s visit. They got so much out of it. Please keep us in mind for next year!"
- Gail Ungar, Art Teacher, South Allegheny Elementary